The aortic root is a dynamic structure that consists of the aortoventricular junction at its proximal end, a crown-shaped fibrous aortic root from which the 3 aortic valve leaflets emerge and are constrained, 3 bulging sinuses of Valsalva that emerge from the aortoventricular junction and terminate in the tubular ascending aorta at the sinotubular junction, and 2 of the sinuses housing the coronary ostia. During the cardiac cycle, the aortic root undergoes dynamic volumetric changes, with early expansion in the isovolumetric relaxation phase that peaks within the first third of ejection, followed by a slow and then rapid reduction in root volume until late diastole. These volumetric changes vary from the proximal to distal end of the root, with the proximal end motion governed possibly by the subaortic myocardial contractility and the distal end motion dependent upon the aortic tissue material properties and aortic pressure. The functional consequence of this dynamism is not fully understood, but it is hypothesized that these motions aid in favorable aortic valve leaflet opening and closure and sinus flow dynamics that enable aortic valve closure and coronary artery filling. In diseases involving aortic root dilatation, loss of native root dynamics and change in root geometry are known to impair both aortic valve and coronary artery flow. On the contrary, in aortic valve stenosis where the root dynamics and geometry may be preserved but ejection through the aortic valve is altered, the blood flow mechanics may alter the aortic dynamics. The physiologic basis for aortic root dynamics and the finesse with which structure drives function remains of much interest to surgeons who seek to restore these geometries and dynamics in patients with diseases affecting the aortic root. Although it seems tempting to ignore these subtle dynamics, data from the Ross operation registry demonstrates that preserving these dynamics may enhance valve function and durability.

In transcatheter aortic valve replacement (TAVR), the stenotic aortic valve is dilated with a balloon and a metallic replacement stent with prosthetic leaflets is implanted into the native calcified valve to resolve the valve stenosis. The metallic stent of the TAVR valve imposes a radially outward force on the aortoventricular junction and the aortic annulus for attachment, displaces the native leaflets with their calcific nodules into the sinuses of Valsalva, and some types of TAVR valves extend to the sinotubular junction and radially expand onto it. It is likely that implantation of a TAVR valve into an aortic root may alter or inhibit some or all the native mechanics and dynamism, which may have unintended consequences. For instance, the TAVR valve compartmentalizes the aortic sinuses into the native sinus volume between the immobile calcified native leaflet and the native sinus wall, and an artificial sinus volume between the ventricular surface of the immobilized native leaflet and the prosthetic leaflet of the TAVR valve. These new volumes formed in the aortic root could induce abnormal blood flow, and may explain the clinical observation of thrombus formation on TAVR valves. As use of TAVR valves continues to grow, other clinical complications may be revealed that require engineering and physiological studies to fathom and possible inhibit.

Hatoum and colleagues report their observations on flow stasis in the aortic sinuses using the Sapien (Edwards Lifesciences, Irvine, Calif) and Corevalve (Medtronic, Minneapolis, Minn) valve products in aortic root geometries.
from a stenotic bicuspid and a tricuspid aortic valve. Native aortic root and valve leaflets were segmented from patient images, 3-dimensional structures were reconstructed and then printed using materials of different stiffness for the soft tissue and the calcific nodules, and particle image velocimetry was used to experimentally measure the velocities and calculate sinus vorticity, shear stress dynamics, and sinus washout. These measurements and calculations were performed in both valve and root geometries using 2 sizes of the Sapien and Corevalve valve products. The first result is that the systolic ejection jet velocities and the resulting sinus vorticity were higher with the Sapien valve than the Corevalve in both models. The trends were similar in mid-diastole as well. The second result is that both valves performed better in model 2, which is the tricuspid aortic valve. The third result—probably the most interesting—is that blood and particles washed out of the aortic sinuses differently when the Sapien and Corevalve products were used in bicuspid and tricuspid valves. In bicuspid valve geometry, approximately 3.5 cardiac cycles were required for all blood entering the sinus to wash out with the Corevalve, but such washout occurred within 1.25 cardiac cycles with the Sapien valve. In the tricuspid geometry, even after 10 cardiac cycles, approximately 20% of particles did not washout with the Corevalve, whereas all particles washed out after 7.5 cardiac cycles with the Sapien valve. These results indicate that sinus flow dynamics depend on the type of valve chosen and its design features, and potentially on the anatomy of the valve, if not the root.

Hatoum and colleagues should be congratulated for this detailed effort, but the results must be read with the limitations of the experimental technique in mind. Aortic root dynamism or native coronary artery filling and emptying are lacking in bench top models, which limit their application to clinical situations. Refinement of such models, and investigating the influence of cardiac dynamics, heart rate, aortic root geometry, sinus geometry, and blood viscosity on sinus flow dynamics may be considered for future studies.
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